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There is something 'bout a Ukulele
When you're out to win a nifty le-le-baby,
Mighty sweet and sentimental too:
Doing all you can to make her fall!

Proper thing to serenade a lady,
If she always keeps on saying "maybe!"
If you want to
You have tried the
When you've picked a sweetie and a
Teach yourself to use a nimble
love song, There is only one thing left to do.

Say it with a Ukulele, Say it in a Hula Hula
Lay aside the fiddle and the
Say it with a Ukulele, No one can resist its sweet ap-

bow; Strum a tune from Sunny Honolulu And you're
way; Play a tune upon your ladies' heart strings With Ha-
peal; Something so delightful in its strumming, Even
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bound to win the sweet-est girl you know; Play it
wai-ian mel-o-dies so sweet and gay;

No need dear old Grand-ma shakes a nast-y heel.

Every

while you hum so gai-ly, Make your mu-sic haunt her night and day;
for a grand pi-an-o, Sax-a-phones and jazz have had their day;

lit-tle girl on Broad-way, Cries for Hu-la mu-sic day by day;

Say it with a wick-ed Uk-u-le-le If you

want to steal a flap-per's heart a-way.
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HOW TO PLAY THIS SONG UPON THE UKELELE:—Tune the four strings as in Figure (1).

The black dot, ., indicates that the string upon which it is placed is to be pressed down, or stopped at that position. The number above the dot tells which finger to use. The circle, o, indicates an open string, i.e., one to be played without being stopped. The bracket in Figs. (6) & (8) indicates that two or more strings are to be stopped by one finger.

By referring to the charts shown above each bar of music you can determine which chords are to be used. Use only four strokes to a bar the down stroke being made by the nail of the fore-finger across all the strings, and the up strokes being made by the ball or fleshy part in the opposite direction.
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